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Chapter 514 I’m In A Hurry Too! 

 

In Charles’s opinion, there must be a problem with Angus’s phone. After all, he had been 

complaining that his phone was lagging a few days ago. Recently, he was planning to change his phone. 

Hearing his old partner’s voice, Angus turned to him. “Cha-Charles, she’s YLL.” 

 

Charles frowned, suspecting that he had heard wrong. “What did you say?” 

 

Angus’s pupils gradually dilated, and his expression became exaggerated. His voice was even 

higher. “Feng Qing is YLL!” 

 

Angus held his phone and scanned the black card in his other hand again. Then a new interface 

popped up on his phone screen. It was the file information of the Nine-Star Fragrance Master YLL. 

Charles : “…” 

 

Angus’s pitch was so high that everyone in the competition area could hear him clearly. 

Instantly, the entire scene fell into an extremely quiet silence. It was so quiet that it was scary. Ten 

seconds later, the crowd instantly exploded. Everyone looked at Feng Qing in disbelief and discussed. 

“D*mn! Did I hear wrongly? Vice President Angus just said that Feng Qing is YLL?” 

 

“Isn’t this too freaking exciting? We’ve actually been competing with Master YLL all this time. 

Then what’s there to compete? Can’t we just give her the championship?” 

 

“Oh my god, I can’t believe it, but I have to believe it. After all, Vice President Angus personally 

checked it. Moreover, the cards of the Nine-Star Master are indeed black.” 

 



“Nine-Star Fragrance Master YLL? I never expected that Feng Qing would be Master YLL. Many 

of her previous works were priceless. Even a bottle of her perfume was sold at a high price at the 

auction.” 

 

“Since she’s a Nine-Star Fragrance Master, she wouldn’t do such a thing as destroying the 

fairness of the competition, disturbing the order of the competition, and entering the imperial palace 

with prohibited goods. Because with the abilities of a Nine-Star Fragrance Master, she disdained to do 

such a thing.” 

 

With Angus’s words, the entire crowd was in a mess. Everyone was expressing their views, and 

Imperial Concubine Anna, who was standing at the edge of the competition area, was naturally alarmed. 

 

Imperial Concubine Anna ran into the competition venue without caring about her image. She 

had an expectant and excited expression on her face. “Master YLL is actually a contestant for this year’s 

competition? I want to see who she is.” Angus replied, “Your Highness, after repeated verification just 

now, I’ve confirmed that Feng Qing is the Nine-Star Fragrance Master YLL, but… We also found the 

prohibited item on her.” 

 

Upon knowing that YLL was actually Feng Qing, Imperial Concubine Anna’s expression instantly 

turned awkward. Even as an imperial concubine, it was too embarrassing. Her little face was red from 

being embarrassed. 

 

It was as ridiculous as it could be after she thought about what she had said just now. It was 

simply hilarious to the extreme. Not only did she have such thoughts, but the contestants who had spat 

and insulted Feng Qing earlier were even more so. Thinking of their previous actions, all of them 

instantly felt their faces burn. 

 

No one believed that a Nine-Star Fragrance Master would do such a thing. After all, anyone who 

could become a Nine-Star Fragrance Master could casually make a bottle of perfume and sell it for a sky-

high price. Many famous nobles and political figures in the various countries hoped to obtain a bottle of 

perfume made by a Nine-Star Fragrance Master. For example, the Imperial Concubine Anna in front of 

them was Master YLL’s little fan. Legend has it that she had personally written a few letters to YLL and 

invited YLL to Country F’s Palace as a guest, just to meet this only living Nine-Star Fragrance Master in 

the world. 



 

Was there a need for a person like Master YLL to use such lowly methods to win the finals? 

Could a mere title of the perfume competition’s champion be higher than her title of a Nine-Star 

Fragrance Master? 

 

Afraid that no one would believe him, Angus took his phone and scanned the black card again. 

The result was still the same. Even Charles used his phone to scan. The result still indicated that Feng 

Qing was the Nine-Star Fragrance Master YLL. 

 

Even so, Charles was still worried. He directly used the communication function of the Fragrance 

Master Registration System app to send a message to Master YLL. “Dear Master YLL, hello. May I ask if 

your Fragrance Master level card we gave you was lost? If it was lost, it was picked up by a contestant 

who is participating in this year’s International Fragrance Competition. Please reply after you receive it. 

I’m waiting online. It’s quite 

 

urgent!” 

 

Three seconds later, Feng Qing’s phone in her pocket vibrated. She swiped her phone and 

looked at it before replying slowly, “Oh, dear President Charles, I didn’t lose my Fragrance Master level 

card, but it will be revoked by Vice President Angus soon. By the way, can you revoke it faster? I’m in a 

hurry too!” 


